The Cranium Big Book of Outrageous Fun! The Write-It, Draw-It, Sculpt-It, Act-It Game-in-a-Book-in-a-Game! From the makers of the fastest selling independent board game in history, here's a one of a kind new activity book and game, packed with over 40 write on/wipe off activity pages, a totally new Cranium pull out game board, a Super Sign In Book to record fun facts about family and friends, and a multitude of cool Cranium components. Kids will be inspired to explore their many talents as well as discover new ones as they play on their own or invite their friends and family to join in the fun!

My Personal Review:
The Cranium Big Book of Outrageous Fun is great because it has all sorts of different things. Anything from planning birthdays, to making maps, drawing & even creating your own castle. It has a fun mini conga game, and so many activities that my kids keep going back and reading and playing with this. A great buy that you really get your money's worth out of!
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